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XME ASPECTS OF NINETE=H CENTURY AMERICA'Y FOLK LIFE
AS REFLECrED IN THE SHAKER JOURNALS OF SOUTH UNION, KENTUCKY
in Partial Fulfillnent
of the Requirements for the Dep:ree
.rlan7:h.or:ason
SOME ASPECTS OF NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICAN FOLK LIFE
AS REFLECTED IN HE SHAKER JOURNALS OF SOUTH UNION, KENTUCKY
V.PR ADITIO NAL PATTERT\TS OF SPEECH .
vr. 13ELTEFS AND CUSTOMS
VII. AILMENTS AND TREATM.ENTS
P ECULIARLY SI-TAKER
INTRODUCTION
eginning in 1805 and continuing past the end of
the century, he United Society of Believers in Christ's
Second Appearing, a religious sect commonly called "Shakers,"
established and maintained a colony at South Union, Kentucky.
This colony was located about fourteen miles from Bowlinm
green near the Gasper River. It was begun as a farming
community and remained as such throughout its existence.
Attendan'; farm crafts and industries were included as a
part of :he community's life and economy.
sfost of the -lembert of the colony wore "cathrred in"
from the surrounding rezion. 2.hel'e were a few South Union
members, however, who came from the parent colony (New Lebanon,
New York) and stayed for a number of years before returning to
the East. The early members, largely Kentucky settlers con-
verted from the Fresby:erian, Methodist, and Baptist faiths,
brought with them the traditions, beliefs, customs, and
mores of the Kentucky frontier life. The idea of the
religious community was brought in by the Shaker missionaries
from 77=1' but Lr::ne of the forms of worship arid ex-
oreszions of theIr fervor reflected the pre7ai1inE
of ;he rell;oun life of Kentucky in the esrly years of the
1
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century. Thus the new Believers integrated their own folk
customs and traditions into this new mode of communal living,
prescribed routine, and celibacy. Some of their methods of
work and play were especially useful for this group manner
pf living. Many of the time-honored frontier community
activities were adapted and-intensified in the evelyday life
of the society; hence they perhaps outlived the same customs
in the secular world from whence they had cone.
This study will describe many of these practices
which have been recorded in the journals of the society at
South Union and will identify origins, similarities and
differences as they relate to the prctices of the people of
the surrounding geographic re7:on.
In this agrarian society ;he daily routine was mainly
seasonal, the Shakers, work and their recreation depending
on the demands and the benevolence of the soil, the forests,
and the weather. My commentary, as a consequence, can be
presented in the same fashion. Admittedly, sume of the
indoor work could have taken place at any time of the year.
Yet the reasonable application of time and effort to inside
work would be when field work and other seasonal tasks had
ben Cone.
• lpip.".,..ere vit'sarmf!",
Other traditional aspents of the colony can be noted
in their customs and beliefs, their notions about the nature
end treatment of diseases, their patterns of speech, and





"Under all is the land."
1
The Shakers depended oil
the proper use, the cultivation, and the preservation of
the land for their livelihood just as did most of the pe.Ple
in Kentucky in the early nineteenth century. The basic Pro"
cess of clearing the land of trees and brush in order to
prepare fel' crops was an important task in the early
of the colony. This beck-straining work became more beni"ole
when the work was made into a "bee" or "nigh; frolick." ManY
instances of such land clearing (or "grubbing") bees were
recorded over the years, usually during the month of Mary!,.
One entry stated that "nine brn grubbed 2 acres today of
very hard grubbing."2 After the trees were down, and Win
roots up, the brush was easier to clear:
Night Prolick -- About 50 Brethren from the Chh.assembled at the 7.f.,-st House Cltarinc about rj.LPI? rapthe purpose or gathering and burning brush. Thesight was berivtl.ful. We burned the brush clean offof 22 cc:roc berre 9 & returned home.3
-Real Estate ralesman's finnnhookAssceiaticn of Real T3stRte Boards, 196j), I:. 16,
7 -cord A, Keuc...17: tnrf.lry, Vet.,t(;rn YenLUniversity, 1.(:)wir4.' Green, Fentu67,Apo. 301.
3:22111., P' -302'
5
Another entry described the condition of the brethren during
the work:
Burning and Brush Picking -- 10 Brn cleaned and burnt
5 acres today & no one boozy -- even clamorous.4
The last line was a sideways comment on the prohibition of
strong liquors at the colony. Ehe same type of work is listed
also as a "Ni.zhti'rolick -- all hands picking & burning brush
on new ground."5 Burning of the brush was perhaps accomplished
more easily in the early evening when the wind had died down,
as this was often the time of day indicated for the burning.
This clearing of the land and burning of the brush
was a necessary chore all across the frontier. Not always
d" ;he regular farmers make a "frolic" of it, but the sight
of the cleared land and the bright fire must have brought
satisfaction to the grubbers in spite of the hard labor
required.
Of all the labours of the forest, I consider that of
dragaing and burning the limbs of trees the most dils.
lightful. To me it made toil a pleasure. The rapid
disappearance of what was thrown upon the fire gall, 6the feeling of progress -- the flame was cheering. • • •
4Ibid., p. 305.
302.
6-JJaniel Drake, Pioneer Life in Kentucky, cr". arrrriet
Field Fcrine (New York: Henry Schunan, p2 as.
6
Log-rolling was usually a frolic both in the Shaker
communities and elsewhere. The work was interspersed with
neighborly gossip and tall tales.
The neighbors gathered and piled up the large logs
and also spun the customary yarns. I shall probablyremember longest of all that I have learned, the yarnsspun at log-railings. . . .7
Barn-raising, a frontier community endeavor from
the earliest days, was also familiar to the Shakers. In
1832 "The Brethren from the different families went to
Water Vliet tone of the cut-farms! & raised their big
barn.na Gordon Wilson describes the "poetry of the old
log barns that were raised in a single day. ruern who
could "carry the corner" vas most admired:
It took skill to carry a corner. Only the most agileyoung men could do this. The rabble could tote logsand push them up the skids. . . . There was a longseason's work after the framework of the barn was up,but thp romantic part of the structure was community-built .i°
Always o'cserving the maxim of "Treat the land well
and it will treat you well," the Shakers systematically set
out or planted trees on their land. In March, 1817, they
set out black locusts at the new Brick house. Phe scribe
7aordon Wilson, Passing Institutions (Cynthinna,Kentucky: The Hobson Book Press, 19410, p• -310
8Shaker Record A, p. 362.
l'aFsina Institutins, p. 47.
10-
7
who copied these early records reported that the locusts
thrived for fifty years. They were finally cut down for
firewood and pines were planted in their place.
11
Another
March planting record shows the planting of "upwards of 500
white walnut trees or (butternut trees) in the bend of the
creek."
In the first half of the nineteenth century, flax
was one of the most important crops in Kentucky. In the
days before cotton was readily available, flax and wool
were the materials used for clothing of the common folk.
From 112 to 1834 the Shrier journals have several refer-
ences to flex growing and harvesting. The entries show that
the flex was pulled, snread, taken up and scutched.
3ig Days Work -- Daniel Barnett (colored Br.)mutehed130 lbe of cleaned flax from the Break today -- morethan doubled the best days work of others -- the flagfor Dave.13
Many acres must have been planted in flax since the scribe
wrote, n thrt eleven Acres were pulled, aiid K rf,14 days
lacer the brethren and sisters took it up and nut it under
cover. At enother time the sisters nulled thirty acres.14
11:-'h,,ker Record A, p. 167.
12:21.er ?.ecord B, Kentucky Library,-niversy, ..3reen, Keetuc1.7Y, p. 84.




Cher writers described the growing of flax during
this period. One account stated that "from seed to loom
flax required -bout a year. • • Flax was sown, weeded,• 
pulled and retted, broken and swingled."15 Daniel Drake
describes the working with flax as hard labor:
the pulling threshing, spreading out to rot, takingup and stacking flax were works which no one need tocovet. Many a long day through many a year I had myhands made sore by them. Other manipulations werepostponed until winter. It was then dried over aslow fire, sunk below the surface of the ground,and "broke," a very hard work for a boy. . . . The"swingling" was better fitted for boys and consti-tuted the only thing in the cultivation and pre-paration of flax in which I took pleasure: It re-quired skill and, although it tired the right arm. . • •It covered one with tow & shives and at r!clat cmid beweighed which gave interest to the labour.i°
Further work on the flax included "hatcheling cut
the tow, and preparing in knots the beautiful fibre for
the aistaff."17 Preparing the linen after it came from the
loom was described as "especially difficult requiring as
umany as thirty bleachings to produce a white cloth,
18 The
bleaching was dQne by unrolling the linen on the grassa
sprinkling it with water, and leaving it out under the sun.
1-Fannie Casseday Duncan, When Kentucky Was 7oung,(Louisville: John P. Morton & Company, 192! , p. 111.
16rrak, pp. 68-69.
17Ibid., p. 103.





rhis process was repeated day after day until the linen had
reached the desired whitene8s.
19
The dyes used in coloring the cloth were generally
home-made. The forest itself furnished many dyes:
A "standing" dye stuff was the inner bark of the
white walnut from which we obtained that peculiar and
permanent shade of dull yellow -- the "Butternut" • • • •
The "hulls" of the black walnut gave us a rusty black.
Oak bark, with copperas as a psrdant. . . afforded a
better tint of the same kind.'
Another writer of that period recounted some of these and
other substances being used for coloring:
Cut of white walnuts she extracted the dull yellows;
out of madder, soft reds; out of cedar berries, dove
colors; out of black walnut, browns; out of indigo
plants, lovely blues.21
In 1831 two of the brethren journeyed to Nabhville to ut
•
material for grinding Indigo.22 Even into the present century
some eastern Kentucky women still made their own dyes. In
the Couch family the mother used walnut roots and chestnut-
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Wool came from the Shakers' own sheep and May was the
month for shearing. Brethren are reported as attending to the
carding, while the sisters did the spinning and weaving. Some
of their wool was sold outside the society after the needs
of the village families were met. Toward the end of the 1830's
the Shakers were buying some cloth and recorded that "Nankeen"
trousers were being cut for making. This durable cotton of
brownish yellow fabric proved a serviceable material for the
meeting-day suits for the brethren. After cotton and other
materials became available, it was more practical for the
Shakers to purchase the needed goods for clothing. How-
ever, the looms and spinning wheels stayed busy making sheets,
teweling, cthe*, household itcs.
The several families in each society operated as
economic units,but v:ould lend a hand or food to a neighbor
just as neighbors on the frontier would do. In 1834 the
wheat crops were badly injured by the rust, and the Center
Family gave ten acres of wheat to the East Family -- "Doing
as we would be done by, in a small degree," the scribe quotes
Robert Jchns.24
Just as any farmer looks forward to spring, so did
the .2nakers, and the journalists record the first roastIng
ft
ears, the first green peas, and potatoes "the size of an ea,
When an earlier freeze threatened the new crops, one 7:).:ntis
24ShCe7er Record A, pa 395.
4.
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writer, showing the influence of Oliver Goldsmith, observed,
"Winter lingers in the lap of Spring.1t25
Other early spring activities before the full-scale
field work began included lath-making, basket weaving, road
work, mattress making, and cheese-making. The laths,
usually made from cak and used as a foundation for plaster
walls, were made as needed. On one occasion the scribe
wrote that the brethren made 100,000 from March 23 to
April 24. Baskets made by the Shakers were known for their
utility and simple beauty. They made all sizes for various
uses and recorded making half-bushels in quantity for sale.26
They were unique in that ,:hey were suited to the
purpose for which they were woven -- as deep, sturdv
egg baskets which resembled nests; wide, flat wash-
baskets of open weaves whitened by the draining of
whey and constant scrubbing. Again there were immense
flat baskets for holding herbs or barks while drying
in the sun and chip baskets lined with leather for
fine kindling. But the loveliest work of their fingers
were the sewing and knitting baskets. 'These were
fashioned out of finely split poplar, closely woven
and beautifully polished and finished and often
daintily lined.27
Most farm families were able to construct usable baskets
and a few people in each community developed this practice
250liver Goldsmith, "'he Travel2er, 1. 172. "W-Tnter
lingering chills the lap of May.
26aelf.er ..ecerd A, pi re.
27Cr,roline Tiercy, "Miley of 1-cdTt. '2:least/re
(New Yo-: ::,:;ratcru House, 1951771';../40.
4
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to a fine art. In the Park City -- Cave City -- Horse Cave
area there are today a few families who still take pride in
this careful craftsmanship.
Although the Shakers considered themselves as set
apart from the world, they still contributed to work required
of the citizenry. Kentucky law required that each adult male
give six days' work each year to maintain the public roads.
We came armed with picks, shovels, and other farm
tools. In smaller groups we worked along the road,
filling up mudholes, ditching the road-way so that
water would run off rather than down it, and occes10-
ally straightening out some crooked stretch. . •4‘)
After the discontinuance of the use of alcoholic beverages
in the Shaker communities, the journalist reported:
Road Work -- All hands hard at it & did a great
deal of necessary work -- & "nary Julip nor punch:
"nor -,g• m)g."29
Heretofore this hard work was accompanied by an occasional
reviving of the spirits with a bottle. No doubt the
Kentuckians nn the outside' of the colony continued both
the road work and the tippling.
Early in the life of the village a tan yard was begun.
One of the spring chores was to go out into the woods and
peel the tan bark from the trees. The shakers probably used
oak bark, since i;h5s was commonly used in the Kentucky
28Wilson Pacs;no. Institutions, p. 66.f
'-,Snaker Record A, p. 305.
"Y.
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although hemlock could also have been used.- this would be
layered with the hides in a vat or depression in the around
and flooded with water to begin the process. Again combining
in good measure the elements of work and play, one journal
entry records a two-fold trip:
Fishing Party -- . . . took two teams & started for
Green River for the double purpose of catching some
fish and bring home the Bark peelers.31
The shaker distillery was reperted operational in the
spring of 1823, but by 1828 the Shakers regarded the use of
liquor as inconsistent with their temperate way of life.
South Union officially adopted a resolution to stop the use
and manufacture of whiskey. Phey did, however, continue to
make *4:nes, beer, cider, corc:ial and brandy for medicinal
use and for sale. They used a distillory of a neighbor
when one was needed. Evidently not all the members of the
colony were in agreement with the decision:
Rather 3ad -- Brethren continue -,fiking17,app1es
Still House -- for Brandy & cash. . .
to
Phievina -- Some scamps at the Junior Order broke
into the cellar by sawing the iron rods & stole
demijohn nf wine and some Brandy. Penetentiony
irds.33
the
In 1333, the first hair mattress was made at South
7i ion. 217Le Z:nakers 1-1d very few horses and many hoes
wit'n Dr.















during this time, so the hair used in the mattresses was
probably hog hair.33
The swarming of the bees was an event worthy of note.





that were hived on the 14th sent out a swarm
Made new comb raised a brood & sent out a
14 days -- Smart Bees
described, as a frolic, the hunting of a bee
tree with some of his friends and neighbors.35 He was, no




of bees in May is worth a load of hay
of bees in June is worth a silver son
of bees in July is not worth a fly.)'
be:
The South -nion Shaker L .:)parently experimented with different
kinds of bees, for one entry states that two stands of "the
Italian variety" of bees had been received as a gift from the
colony at White Water.37
Although most of
for cultivation was done
some areas needed work,
the initial clearing of the land
in the earlier years, each spring
In 1860 when most of the land had
been in use for more than a half century, the brethren "made
a Bee" and cleared off "the Know"38 Oa IM then fifty sisters
33Shaker Record A, p4 375.
4Shaksr  B, P. 117.
p. 131.
Tnterview, Mnrch 21, 1968.
37::haker Recor0 C, p. 1.29.
18iill 
_
or knoll. :.;ce footnote
•
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joined the forty brethren ss they raked up leaves and
put them around the trees. ['hey finished the bee with a
supper which the sisters had brought.39 Sometimes their
outings were simply for pleasure. "Outs," "Pic-Nics" and
"Woods-Feasts" were names given to their visits away from
tne village to the fields or woods for an outdoor meal.
These trips mint be taken to visit the brethren who v,ere
getting out timber and staying for some days at an "out-
,
farm," as they termed the lands owned away from the main
community. Such trIns, with their singing and feasting, were
regarded as needed exercise sne recreation for the hard-e,orking
Shakers. One "woods-feast" was said to have been "gotten ,Ip"
b7 Aunt Sara obirson, and the -cribe added this note, "'le
TUSG be a comfort to somebody. ”40 It can be noted that the
older members were among these "walk-oats," and on one
occasion the ages of several walking out to the Knobs were
p.iven as follows: "Jency Dillon, 73 years old; Fldress rana,
”h1L. Fades, 61, and EIdress Betsy, 56. - Phe journa-
list, who was one of the hikers, pointed out proudly that
they returned in tire for dinner at the recular hour. These
outings are comparable to the religious end pclitics1 gathe2ings
-n eutside were served togetL•r.
:" • nt
sr'74.‘ocord




In addition to these trips for recreation, the South
Union Shakers were often out and about in the springtime to
gather berries and fruit for table use and later for sale.
Strawberries and cherries were welcome changes from the winter
larder. Apparently there were no cherry trees on the grounds
at South Union but the members arranged with neighboring
farmers for cherries. At one time the records show they went
to Hoffmans, three miles below Russellville, and got thirty-
six buckets full.42 Strawberries were grown in the village
with great success: "5 bushels more of strawberries gathered
this morning before breakfast." In a turn-about fashion,
their neighbors would come and pick strawberries from the
Shaker fields when there were enough to sell. Furthermore,
the journalist laments in several entries, many "good neigh-
bors" came after dark to pick them without permission."
Contests were always popular on the frontier, and
early Ken6uckians were ever reedy to test their skill in
almost any match.
The Kentuckians were a fun loving people and alwayti.c
liked, in some way, to have a contest in their fun.'
In Cyrus Edwards, Stories of Early Days, a flapjack-eating
contest at Bear Wallow attracted a large crowd in Ilproen
p. 207.
p.
LL, -,nezrr p. 322.
45J. F, Cock, Old Kontvek,./ (New York: ilhe Neale
!ubfl.silin7 Cony, 19757, pT2.
,„
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h6 .County. :lithir the South Union community :he contests
took on a qicre serious purpose. On April 26, 1828, H. L.
Eades and ilton Robinson vied for honors in a "straw
plaiting contest." After seventeen hours of work Eades was
the winner, plaiting 120 yards of this material for hats.
Eades' comment:, upon winning the contest, shows a marked con-
:rest to :he boasting associated with usual frontier matches:
I consider the race a drawo Milton's was as much
better as mine was longer.47
In the sane period two of the brethren had a shoe-making
race and each finished six good pairs of shoes between
five in the morning and nine at night.4
Those who estL-m the farm dinner bells as valuable
antiques might be suroriz,ed to learn that horns and shells
were used for calling the men from the fields in the earlier
years. The Shaker sisters blew the trumpet fifteen minutes
before meal-time, and the brethren taere cautioned to "lay
down or quit their work & cone to the house P., be ready to
go in together in unison."49 Elsewhere in Kentucky, the
conchshell was blown to summon the men from the fields.
50
46Cyrus Edwards, Cyrus Edwards, Stories of Earlv Days,
ed. Florenee Fdwerds Gardiner (77111.771-lle, Kentucky: The
Standard ?rirt4^,, Cr:rTany, Inc., 1940), p. 237.




rile sisters at South Union raised silk worms and made
silk cloth for kerchiefs and handkerchiefs, beginning in
the early 1830's and continuing at least to the early 1860's.
Several entries indicate the importance of this bit of
luxury to these plain people, and the care which the process
required:
Silk Cocoons -- Sisters picked the first crop this
season. Whole am't of cocoons 137 pounds -- in a lb
is 805 cocoons wial.ch makes the whole of this crop
110,285 cocoons.)I
Silk Domestic -- the Sisters all appeared dressed
in their homemade silk kerchiefs the first time
at So. Union.=)2
Sisters New Years Fresent to the Brethren -- As
soon as we arose from our supper we repaired to the
meetinr7 room to receive a New Years aift frcm the
good sisters, consisting of a beautiful silk neck
kerchief made from the cocoon by their own hands. . .
We all thanked our good Sisters & hope we shall all
remember their ,=:oodness, when this present is worn
out. Trust our love may never wear out. The present
season they have made about 12 lbs 2f reeled silk --
rather 111/2 reeled silk 51/2 of fless.3
Silk Business -- has been carried on by the sister- 7
hood for some time, with tolerable Success .dated 1859
they have just taken from the loom a -ew 09
of 100 yards making 164 finehite pocket kerchiefs
for sale g 4312. per dozen --74
•
Mere are few references to the production of silk generally
in Kentucky during these years. However, one publication
51Fliaer Reocrd A, p. 364.
52 bid.1 p. 359.
•- _ , . 372
%4 1-:aker 7),eccrd T3, p. 211.
•!.
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states that Kentuck7 produced 6,970 pounds nf silk in 1846.55
The Franklin Farmer, an agricultural newspaper published in
the thirties and forties, advocated crop rotation, stock
breeding, and innovations in farming, but warned farmers
against popular fads such as raising silk worms.56
That this farming community was busy and productive
in the spring of the year is again indicated in this comment
by the scribe:
Sisters rather pressed with business -- too many irons
in the fire -- Silkworm raising -- preserve magng --
Starch making -- Bonnet making -- Hat making.7(
55John M. Keith, Jr., "rho Economic Development of
the South Union Shaker Colony 1807-1861" (unpublished Master's
2hesis, Department of History, Western Kentucky State College,
1965), p. 58, citing J. D. 3. DeBow, The InduLtrial Resources
of ,:he Southern ro-Z, WesuPrn Etatr. (Dc-lowls Review: TTew
Grleans, 165'zj, 11, 4-07:
F. :.=srvin Davenport, ;.nte-Bellum Kc-'' 'I-7p A
History. 1 800-156C (xford, Ohio: The nITsissiTpi Valloy
Tres, 1c4tt.





In the early years of the society at South Union,
the summer was not a time of "laying by" and resting from
the spring labors. The Shakers took advantage of the re-
duction in field work to pursue the building of structures
and attendant facilities.
Brickmakinp was a home and community industry daring
these early days in Kentucky. The journalist notes in 1811
that John McComb and others "commenced mouldina bricks."1
these bricks were used in the construction of residential
dwellings, work buildings, wash houses, dairy and preserve
houses, and other structures. All buildings were important
and received careful workmanship. On June 23, 1817 the
journal contains: "Brick kiln -- Burning 150,000" and a
marginal notation "27th well 
burned."2 Sometimes the journa-
list chides the brethren for miscalculating and not having
enough brick on the first burning for the building in question.
ine Shakers also made their own shingles in *;]--e first
half of the century until mass production caused this to
become an unrrofitable expend5ture of time and ene:w.







rhe riving out of the shingles was another accomplishment
of the early craftsman elsewhere in the region. The Shakers
record that they painted the meeting house roof with lamp-
black in oil. Although the journals are silent about the
matter, the Shakers probably made their own lamp-black in
a manner common to the region. This was usually done in a
small house where constant fires formed soot for such use.3
Later in the century a slate roof was put on the "New Barn."4
Typical of their farsightedness was the building of
the ice house in the summer of 1819.5 It would be put to
use more and more as their produce and meat increased.
Nail-cutting was also a summer occupation. Sister
Bobbitt of the Harvard Shaker Society "conceived the cutting
"6of nails from a sheet of metal instead of forging them singly,
and at South Union as early as June 1, 1813 nail cutting had
begun.7 Although not all farms in the region had their own
blacksmith shop, the farmers made use of the nearest one at
3Wi1son Interview, March 21, 1968.
4Shaker Record C, p. 281.
5Shaker Record A, p. 191.
6!:arcurite 7. Melcher, The Shaker Adventure (Princeton:
University Press, 1941), P. 134.
7ahaker -7?cc(.,rd A l p. 97.
22
hsnd. Here again, the Shakers had such a shop at South
Union. One entry boasts that
Henry Dillon, youth, Blacksmith, wade 35 pairs
of Horse Shoes by 5 o'clock p. in.
No mention is made of the making of ice shoes (with a point
to dig in the frozen ground), but they may have used some
of these. The journal reflects success in the physical
prowess of this blacksmith but laments in another entry
of his spiritual attainment:
Backing Out -- Henry Dillon this morning after break-
fast left for parts unknown. Young stout fresh hearty
good blacksmith. It seems that BlackSmiths are hard
to savel9
A new carriage was made in June of 1517 at South
Union,10 and later the journals report the frequent use of
one called a "dearborne." Their society craftsmen exhibited
amazing versatility in their abilities, from molding bricks
to making wheels. Again, this was much like the small
community in the 18001s, with the various shops and skills.
Other construction projects were the raising of the
mound cistern and making of lime kilns. Ono kiln turned
out 1100 bushels of lime at one burning.11 Standard uses






12Iutervitw 1-2:7.!th March 25, 1968.
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The fruit required attention during :he summer
months. Hundreds of apple trees had been set out during
the first decade of the society at South Union, seven
hundred being put out in one year)-3 The journals con-
tain many entries about the gathering of apples. They were
put to use in many ways, for jelly, apple butter, cider,
and apple beer. This last was made from dried apples, and
a present-day informant recalls the recipe as including
14
cut-up apple peelings, brown sugar and yeast. The
Shakers apparently used all of the fruit, rather than just
the peelings, in making their been. For use in the drying
of the fruit, the Shakers made fruit kilns for each family.
Most of the farm families in that day simply spread the fruit
out on a shed roof day after day to dry in the sun. No doubt
this was not a practical method for the Shakers, since they
processed such large quantities of apples.
Plums, peaches, and late cherries were also picked
in the summer as well as wild strawberries which were
especially abundant in the area around South Union.15
One summer outing that combined recreation and
productive work was blackberrying. The brethren joined
the sisters in these outings since the harvest demanded
little cf 11-eir tim L'Iaey would go from ten to twerty
13L:haker Etc:-.d A, p. 196.
14Inte,8v 4ew with Dr. IcrrIon Wilson, 1.:arch 26, 1968.
15Tbid.
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miles, both to their own out-farms and to neighboring
farms, to gather the berries for jelly, for preserves, and
to make up in cordial for sale. The scribe comments that
these trips were profitable in two ways:
• • . 1st a respite & recreation from the daily
routine of labor & toil and 2nd furnishing,the
families with plenty for table use. . . .1°
The work with the flax continued on into June and
sometimes into July. The practical Shakers worked on
Sunday if the need arose, but not without some censure from
the scribe:
Flax lifting,. -- ,abbath Infringement -- The brethren
turned out this Sabbath day & lifted, bound & hauled
in 3.acres of flax -- The excuse for this breach is
that the flax is sufficiently rolled Trotted) & should
rain fall on ,:onday the crop would be ruined (some excuse
better than none).17
The Shakers also produced oil by grinding the flax seed.
Wheat was an important crop with the Shakers since
over one hundred acres yearly is reported as being sown.
During June the workers began the harvesting of the wheat.
The Sturdy Cradlesmen finished putting down the
field of wheat over the creek.10
16Shakor Record A, p. 420.
17:bid., p. 437.
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The scribe did not always frown on Sunday work. This
entry indicates a feeling that honest work represents the
true Christian life:
Bending the Sabbath -- 27 young brn of the Chh
bound and handstacked 20 acres of wheat today --
right good worship119
After the Shaker decision to stop making or drinking whiskey
one harvest-time report stated ',hat it had resulted in more
good hay than in any previous year and all without a drop
u20 _ ,of "how come you so. Daniel Drake has described the
art of stacking the hay so that it would turn off the rpin
and not be blown over by the w1nds.21
fwo customary farming practices in which the South
Union members specialized produced more than their neer's
and enough for sale. These were the growing of seeds and the
pressing of herbs. ale seed industry was by far the larger
in quantity and in oxtent of sale. Seeds were peddled by
lar, =t and by river boat to an increasin-ly expanding market.
In 1831 the South Union Shakers packaged 32,290 seed "papers"
for sale. :his figure had reached 56,856 in 1834, and by
1837 it had increased to 170, 000.22 Squares of paper werie
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small printing press, filled, sealed, and boxed. These
packages were sold for five to seven cents each. The
Shakers continually tried to improved the seeds with
imports and new varieties. Tilviclently the care that went
into the growing of these seeds was as painstaking as that
of the neighboring farmer as he preserved his seed for the
next year. There are many references throughout the
journals to the production of seeds.
One of the sisters summed up the state of the colony
in her journal on a June day:
As to our fare in general, we have the Cream of theEarth -- Plenty of meal & flour, milk & Butter,Irish Potatoes, Sweet potatoes, apples, & peaches,dried & canned, Strawberries, Asparagus, Lettee,Radishes, Peas & Greens -- preserves, honey &Molasses -- Beef, mutton, Chickens & Eggs --Buttered Waffles, fritters & Doughnuts, Boiled &baked dumplings (or "toad in the hole") Peach& apple pie plant pies & pudding & dip & Sweet Cake,Tea Coffee & Sugar -- A variety of these andindeed other articles haxe furnished the tablefor the past four weeks.3






Harvest time at South Union was marked with activity
in the fields and in the kitchens. The corn was cut down
and 1tstooked."1 The seed business kept many hands busy in
this season. The papers were filled and boxed for sale
for the river trade and for the overland Peddlinc trips. Seed
cabbage was buried for the next year, following the usual
practice for ;his biennial plant.
-he late annlos were called "saving" or "nter.
apples. Prom the bruised and refuse apples, the Believers
made cider for sale and local consumption. One fall one
hundred eleven barrels of cider were made. Some of these
apples were Put away for winter use, and of course the usual
apple but;er, and dried apples wore prepared. The
Shakers valued this fruit with its variety of uses and were
thankful for "an uncommon plentiful season.112 In October,
1975, spe-eble hands are to he en.7aged gathering apples
making cif3er."3
1Sr,e discur:sion of this word :)n ne,ge 40.







Just as the regional families had corn huskings
(more often called "shuckings" in Kentucky), the Shakers
made this work into a contest and evening of fun:
Our custom here. . is to bring the corn in, &throw it out in a long ridge, then have cornhuskings. When all turn out -- frequently bymorn moon light -- In night gatherings & huskingsthe pile is always divided & two captains choosingalternately of the company present -- strike in withno little cheering to see who can get done firstfrequently Negroes from the country attend. As inall such cases -- the bottle is handed round, orrather a portion is measured out to each once ortwice during the husking frolick, to warm them & keepup the spirit until the job is done, which notinfrequently lasts until 10 o'clock -- after whichthe roast nig has to be devoured & coffee, or morecommonly Sassafras tea —4
Corn huskings are sim described as community affairs
of mutual assistance in Pioneer Life in Kentucky. This
description includes such points of similarity as the
passing of the bottle, the captains' choosing of their
teams, and the bounteous supper afterward.5 Neither Drake
nor the Shaker scribe refer ,to the kiss that may be claimed
from the girl cf his choice by the person finding a red ear
of corn.6 Such an opportunity likely would not be present
in the Shaker group, but it was no doubt the most anticipated
happeninr, of the entire evening fcr the younger members of the
assemblar!e in other communities.
5Drnke,
p. 162.
Dan;.1 .r:onas an L. 5. 71-sczn, 7.'7;:r11e4rTSupersitions H.V.Ct:On: rrcen University Frev, 420),D. 221. P7.77- in t;he
Kentucky LibrAry, Wef:tern 1erick7-777777r7lIy, 1reen,Kentucky.
.'"6:11T-131
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While corn shelling was a rainy-day occupation for
the men on Kentucky farms and not usually made into a bee,
the Shakers indicate that the shelling was another opportunity
for group work.
Corn Shelling -- Enfield Robinson & Co. had a corn
shelling at the mill this evening -- H. L. ades &
company had one on the evening of the 27th.'
Taking the grain to country horse mills in the early years
was discontinued in 1825 when the brethren constructed their
own mill. The usual charge for grinding grain in the
surrounding region was one-sixth of the total product. The
Shakers, always anxious to give honest work at a reasonable
rate, charged only one-eighth. "Going to the mill" was a
social event as well as an economic necessity in the n:ne-
tHenth century, and the relations between the Shakers and
their neighbors were probably strengthened by this joint
work.
When the fall learvest was well in hand, some of the
Shakers worked again with the making of cloth. They dyed
most of the material one of their standard colcrs, which
were Drab, Snuff, Leee.7., and Brown. Many of the dyestuffs
were Fathered in the autunn from the woods, such as walnut
hulls, hickory bark, Teeple bark, and sunac berries,
:/-.coms were made for their own use and for sale.
Some of thole breons had heads which wore round, as were
the usual broems made by .:he unskilled fronf*ierenen. Eaw.
over, the Shakers develored a method of shaning them 4
7Shaker Record I. p. 297.
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flat form, and this improvement was gradually adopted in all
broom-making.
8 
Broom corn and hickory saplings were used
for brooms, brushes, and scrubs. The broom corn had to be
planted away fron the other fields so there would be no
mixture and consequent detriment to the sorghum.9
Plaiting or braiding straw for hats and bonnets
continued to be an all-season kind of pick-up work until
1838 when the society began using palmleaf for this purpose.
Outside South Union, the use of straw continued on the farms
for hats, bonnets, and mats.
Sweet potatoes were an important crop in Kentucky
peners]ly as well as at South Union. The brethren had "bees"
to diq them in Cctober. One resident'of Bowling Grecn .mem-
bers her family's buying a kind of sweet potato called
"Shaker Reds" from the colony in the early years of thia
century.10
Wild grapes were gathered for the making of wine. No
distinction is made as to the kind used. In the surrounding
area at that time could be found both fox grapes (big and
blue) and small 'possum grapes.11
8Edwr3rd Deming Andrews, The Community :/.rries of
the Shakers (Albany: The Univer7T7tY of the State of Mew
York), p. 132.
9Wilscr interview, March 25, 1968.
10In,erviPw with Mrs. Clinton Rigsby, Rowlinr: Ireent





Some of the sisters are recorded as "scutching"
flax in November, having previously helped with the
spreadina, lifting, and binding of it. By the winter months
the material would be ready to weave into cloth.
As the fields were cleared of their yield, the breth-
ren had 7:ime for maintenance and building again. Since they
prepared most of the lumber, brick, shingles, nails and plaster
to be used in the buildings, it took many years of work to
complete them. The construction had to be done during
times when the brethren could be spared from the fields.
2he blacksnith shop and wheelwright shop were both raised
in November, 1516. If the type of work beir,-3 done needed to
be finished rapidly, the brethren worked late at night nd
on Sunday. Entries concerning the plastering of the Yew
House pictured the men as
Bending the Sabbath -- The p4Asterers continued their
work in the New House today.'
Industricus Plasterers -- worked on by candle light till
about 8 o'clock. Such zeal and industry will live.13
After su.ch long and arduous labors the plasterers felt the
need of relaxation and, in the manner of Kentucky men in
that day,
:1T.hey betook themselves to the forest and returned about .14sunset wh three wild turkeys & a baskeu full of sTluirrels.




Cther excursions for recreational purposes were
interwoven with their autumnal chores. Boys gathered paw
paws (sometimes called "custard apples") for custards and
desserts. After the railroad was built, some of -;coics
and outinas were made on "the cars." An unusually long trip
was made to Nashville in 1859 and the scribe wrote that they
Returned the same evening or rather nig1,1 -- having
paid dearly enough for "their whistle."i2
Phis particular scribe had grown up in the South Union
colony but shows from time to time his familiarity with
various literary works, here referring perhaps to advice
given by Benjamin Franklin.36
-uttInFs were occasions for other fall outin,7s --
for hickory nuts, hazelnuts, and chestnuts. Some mishr.ls
occurred, since these outings attracted the old as well
as the young.
Old Mills Price lost in the woods -- hazelnut hunting
not found till next day.17
eon MI.
- Shaker 2ecord B, p. 215.
1A.
—3enjarcr. Franklin, "The .t7:erioen
ed. Lcir, Howard, Louis C'7,17.1 Bodb
"Tr17- 7oL:: D. C. J.eath and Company, 19531, P. 1.96.
40.•
.40. *..4, &PON, 10.44,4sNU MI+
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In the long days of winter the everyday events of
the Shaker colony largely paralleled those of their
neighbors. Activities were limited because of the weather
but certain routine work needed attention inside and out
of the warn buildings.
A sugar camp was put in operation at the out-farm of
31acle Lick in January, 1813. Maple sugar mal:Ing waa common
during that time with the words "sugar camp" desiGnatinr
the grove or site of the operation. Many place names in
Kentucky today reflect the sugar-making days: Sugar Camp
Hollow, Maple Springs, Sugar Sink and Mapleville. Daniel
Drake recalls sugar making in his youth:
There were but few trees on father's land, and he
rented a "camp," as the grove was called, about
two miles off. Our tapping was with the axe. The
trourhs were rudely dug cut with the same tool &
generally of Buckeye, as being a soft wood which
moreover was not apt to crack during the summer.
One or two iron kettles, with the old iron pot,
were swung over a log fire, befcre wiaich was a
kind of half faced camp covered with clapboards,
as a shelter from the rain. While father did Ole
wocd ehecpinP7 ane 'pt up the fires, it was ny
Province to drive "old qre" Iiith an open 'carrel on
a sled, turnino. -nd throurh the woods, ro
collect the sucl.r ;ater. . . . Je took milk along,
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Maple molasses was made by the early settlers, and the
Shakers record this also:
Molasses Making -- P. J. Shannon took Magy Naylor
Volumnia Miller to Black Lick to Sugar Camp.
P. Johns already there.2
The prevalence of molasses mills to the end of the nine-
teenth century can be noted in many writings. One of the
incidents of the Hargis-Cockrill feud took place at a
molasses mill where Tige Hargis was ambushed and murdered.3
Sorghum cane was also used for molasses. In 1857 the Shakers
introduced a Chinese sugar cane called "Sorchon in an effort
to obtain molasses better and cheaper than that got from the
Louisiana cr-:';e.4 The surrounding farmers also tried this
new canc. In fact, a sugar industry was attempted, with a
central community called Sorgho in Daviess County. The
community remains but the sugar making has long since been
discontinued.-
Most of the established homesteads in Kentucky
during the nineteenth century boasted an ice house. Daring
each winter there would be several freczes in which they could
cut and haul ice in for storage. Despite the severe cold at
the time the hauling needed to be done, the Shrlx”o wece
  Record A, p. 478.
Thrs Clnrk, Kentucky, Lard
Hal-;7,er lvb-5), Pe 210.
4Shriker Recrfl 13, p. 204.





pleased to be able to fill their house with ice. It was
cut when two inches thick or thicker. One January was
particularly fruitful:
More Ice Getting -- Mer this morning 80 below zero
The best Ice is being hauled in to the West family
today, that I have ever seen here in many years
it is clear solid & about 6 inches thick -- the
ground is still covered with Snow 2 inches deep --
Weather seems to be moderating a trifle --6
Chopping wood was a winter chore always waiting
for the tireless brethren. During the cold months the
greedy fireplaces, cooking hearths, and stoves consumed
wood in mammoth proportions. Many man-hours had to be
devoted to getting in the wood. Some of the Shaker brethren
wo'ildr-o to the cut-fPrms on "chopping frolicks." At other
times the wood was brought in and chopped at South Unio .
One record gives details of a three-day session of wood
chopping in the door yard.7 Rail-making was also accomplished
during this seascn. In 1817 the brethren finished 10,000
rails from January 14 to ::arch 1.
8 
Drake describes this as
"mauling rails." He stated that he was able at fourteen
years of age to cut and split seventy-five green blue-ash
rails or fifty of honey locust in a day. He counseled
''Shaker Record D, Kentucky Library, western Kentucky
University, Bowli reen, Kentimky, p. 7.
  7ecord A, p. b.06.
•••+
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patience in the beginning and cited gentle taps as necessary
to get the blow well entered in the log. He recommended in
a letter to his son that more enterprises of human life might
benefit from gentle taps and patience in the beginning.9
There are several instances in the journals where
sleighing is mentioned. In 1835 the scribe noted that the
ministry went and returned from Water Vliet in a sleigh made
of bent hickory poles. Used in the Shaker village for their
utility, sleighs were the basis for winter parties in other
parts of the state.
10
The plain and simple furniture for which the Shakers
are noted was made largely durinrr the long months of winter.
The South Union colony did not make furniture for sale -s
did some of the other Shaker societies. They did make
most of the furniture needed for their living and working
quarters. They chose New Year,s Day to begin some furniture
making in 3849.
Chairs for the Dining Table -- Brethren on this
blessed New Years day began to make chqirs for the
dining room & so get clear of benches."
Since the Shaker furniture was entirely without ornament,
moldings, end inlays, it compared with the simple farm-
made pieces made by the regional craftsmen. As the Kentucky
households becz- -c -ere sop5lizticated and impcd f!ne





furniture from the East, the differences between that and
the Shaker furniture became more marked.
Shoes were made in their shoe shop with their own
leather, and one of the Shaker brethren learned to bind books.
Though likely not as skilled as the Shakers, the head of the
household in pioneer Kentucky was usually a fair cobbler.
Book binding was not an art normally found on the farms.
faking into account the many kinds of household, farm
and community endeavors carried on by the Shakers, it is plain
that there was quality in administratioa and in individual
workmanship. The scheduling of :he work, always a mark of
the careful husbandman, was much more complicated in this
group farming because of the size of the crops, the size
of the colony and the wide variety of activities. Phis de-
tailed planning showed that the farmers and craftsmen drawn
into this communal society must have included some of the
most prudent and foresizhted of the pioneers. Prue, there
were a few "Winter Shakers" or those ne'er-do-wells who took
advantage of the warm winter quarters and secure life during
the cold months. fhese persons, however, were exceptions
and not characteristic of the ordinarily conscientious Shaker.
fhe winter life of the village is summed up in this entry:
3asinass -1024 in the different branches seeT-e
goinr: on well with the force we have -- One ccr-oany
of ,-.)ir;ers pu-; ing u Süe2s, 1.notler naking bon.ie%c, --
Another srinTlint silk -- Another weaving -- P.nr tier
ironing, another cookir7 -- another hot makInK! --
3rn at ticdr uaisi P703L iorls CLrpen1;erin-,
st.ock ft( getting in logf, and fwood.'
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CHAPTER V
Traditional Patterns of Speech
The person responsible for writing the daily
notes at South Union in a continuous journal form was
Harvey Eades, who was the colony's principal scribe. In
the 1870's he put together the cumulative records of the
colony from 1805 up to that time. Eades was brought as
an infant to South Union when his parents joined before he
was one year old. His parents were from Warren County,
Kentucky.
1 
Because his entire life was lived among the
Western Shakers, one may assume that his writings would
reflect the folk speech of the area around the village, the
area from whence most of the colony's members had come.
Kentucky has long been recognized as being a region rich
in traditional and distinctive patterns of speech. In
the journals can be noted words and expressions that have
been found in Kentucky speech since the settling of the
rer-ion, and which obviously have earlier origins. Inter-
woven in the daily language are biblical allusions and
references.
'Julia Neal, By iTheir Fi-uits (Chapel Hill: The






In Kentucky speech "tolerable" and "tolerably"
have lonz meant "fairly well" in regard to a person's
health, and "rather" or "fairly" in modifying an adjective.
2
Backsliding -- William O. Winston. Shane can't
or will not let whisky nor girls alone. Today
scampered off with a tolerably respectable young woman --
Molly Barnet.3
Another backslider was Ruth Edie, and "Eli took her and
her plunder to one of our near neiqhbors."4 This word
was used in the 1800's in the region to mean "baggage,"
"personal effects" or "household goods." During cleaning
time the sisters "continued to red un and scratch out the
dirt." Sometimes this is found as redd
2Shaker ::.- ccord A, p. 356. See also Harold Jentworth,
American Dialect Dictionary (Maw York: Thomas Y. CroweAl
Company, 1944). n. 650. Cited hereafter as ADD.
3Ioid., p. 371a. See also Sir James A. H. Murray,
Oxford English Dictionary (London: Oxford University Press,
11188-1933), XI, 112. Cited hereafter as OED.
hshaker Record 13, p. 33. See also Mitford McLeod
Mathews, 17717Taary of Lmericanisms on Historical Principles
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), p. 1266.
Cited hereafter as DA.
5Nancy E. Moore, The Journal of Eldress Nancy, ed.
Mary Julia Neal (Nashville: The Parthenon Press, 1963),
p. 206. See also :he Frank C. Brown Collection of North 
Carolina Folkloret ed. Newman Ivey White (Durham, North




An early English flavor is prominent in some of the
entries. "Solomon Tesse Rankin began to cut down & stook 
up their corn fcr the cows."6 In another instance, they
stooked the wheat.7 "Matthew McCarver a turn off from
Pleasant Hill hove up here today.
u8 rhis past tense of
heave can still be heard in parts of Kentucky. An early
form of instantly is recorded, "It was pulled down instanter
before his face.
”9 In the spring the brethren and sisters
10
cleared the brush from "the Know." "We ol',nted 5 trees of
Cedar. . . high on the East of the Necessaries." This
term meaning outdoor toilet was common in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.
11
The leave-taking of some of the members is familiarly
described, "Wormed out -- Lucinda Smith and Sidney Smith leave
good riddance."12 Being in trouble put a person "in a iJad
Box"13 cr "in a bad fix."14 alc Shaker passion for
()Shaker Record A, p. 356. •See also OED, X, 1018.
7Fhaker Record B, p. 99.
8Shaker Record A, p. 260. See also OED, V, 426.
9Ibid., p. 327. See also OED, V, ,e
0•
10Shaker Record B, p. 218.
11Shaker Record C, p. 302. See also E. Cobham Brewer,
3rewerir 7777T7nprv cf Phrase and Fable (New York: Harper FL
Row, Publishers, l'':;63-1, p:-6-56. Cited 'hereafter as BD.
"Qhpker Record A, p. 322. See also OED, n. 30.
13 00re, ;46. See also DA, p. 621.









cleanliness is well known and .The condition pictured here
could have been an exaggeration:
Cleaning Up -- The Eastern Deacons came on us unawares
& caught us in the dirt, So we hide them away until
we clean up a frET1T75
After describing a triT• taken by the sisters and
brethren to the scribe wrote that "they all
appear to be well pleased with their little broad.'-
This might seem to be an elaborate description of a journey
of only twelve miles, but any outing was an occasion for
some excitement. 'Then visitors came to South Union, the
scribe wrote, "We went over to the office to notice them some.
Verret-• -s enough for a meal were a mess of beans or
corn, while the brethren and sisters once gathered a "fine
chance of berries." -8 '2Zearby Allen County natives still
reap good chances of berries and fruit, and describe them
in this way.19 The South Union Shakers had a reputation for
their fine food and hospitality. But at times their kindness
WPS str-d.ned: "Pestiferous -- 24 more persons here from the
country for dinner .,"20
15Ibid., p. 439. See also OED, III, 395.
16Shaker Journal 1671-1872, Kentucky Library, Igestern
Kentucky University, Bowling ree:.n, Kentucky, p. 45. See
also LA, p. 190.
17Moore, p. R. See also 30, p. 570.
r. 141.
19Trterview with Mrs. John Meredith, June 20, 1967.
21' •
269. Se also 3.'unk no Wagnalls
La7],upf-o.
( ,ew saf-7nar17—;:mpany, p. 944.
•
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During the Civil War many soldiers received hospitality
at the village. Officers were served apart from the men.
"Three of the big Bugs ate supper had lodging and breakfast
at the office.1121
nae word pregnant was not found in the journals,
although babies were born at the colony or conceived by the
members. Several expressions indicated this condition:
Going -- Ellen Hall leaves this morning -- Says she
finds herself in the way of increase.2
All the women & children at Black Lick moved today
to S. U. & were located at the Black Family viz:
Rachel Ryan . . . & next Thursday Polly Shirley de
her baby on increase:23
Admitted -- East Family Harriet Crock alias Warren
with her little daughter Frances and in fair way for
another soon was admitted today.24
A recognition of what had happened with no noticeable reproof
can be seen In an entry recording a birth:
Baby Born. PoXly M. Whyte Isaac's wife, slip frey,
namld Samue1.2,
2IMoore, p. 101. See also BC, p. 520.
22Shaker Record D, p. 251. See also OED, V, 182.
23Shaker Record A, p. 198.
24Ib5d., p. 427. See also 3D, p. 345.
25- c:d., n. 124.
•
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In a fair way is used again to mean "almost sure to be"
or "in that direction." When Elder Benjamin had had an
accident and was recuperating at a farmer's home near the
site of the mishap, the scribe wrote that he "seems in a
n26fair ti.L.y. to recover soon.
Widows seemed to leave the village with regularity,
and with escorts:
To the World -- Anne Taylor leaves taking her two
children. Also Columbus Knowles go” with her. He
just at the preen age to be a fool. '
Worse Still -- Benjamin Gocdhope . . . went off with
Polly Armstrong Whyte. . . & married. Poor Ben. He
fled from his persecutors in Ohio -- Po be caurht 
napping in Kentucky-120
The followirc-T entry shows the Shakers were familiar
with the humorous and exaggerated boasts of the early
settlers and the traditional rejoinder designed to take the
braggart down a peg or two.
Backsliding -- John Small and Sarah Fisher, leaves
co hunt a cabin in the woods. John says he wants to
vet into a cabin so he can throw the cobs of his
roasting ears thro the crack in the wall & have no
one to reouest him to clean them up. But get the
ears first John -- they won't come without work.29
26sh, ker Record A, p. 354. See also 3D, p. 545.
27Ibid., P. 439. See also BD, p. 416.
29- • p. 351. See also BD, p. 184.• ay




lorden ::ilson has written of "seeing- the elephant"
meaning the witneFsing of an unusual sight or event. The
Shaker journ4ls evidence the use of this term in the same
sense, here meaning their own village.
A few soldiers who are going home, came to see "the
Elephant" before leaving, & ntrutted over the
premises. Said if it was SRbbath, they must see
Shakertown before leavE17.3u
The writings of the Shakers show a variety of
allusions to the Bible. Outsiders are called Gentiles --
"Gentiles like locusts on hand 
yesterday.”31 Defecting
Shakers were aptly described:
This morning Jsmes ';311chana% ;]Jza Broadbent and his
sister Lucretia tr0k their -. e of this place to
plij2zUhe frui.s of Ipylo7, a snason. 2
On occasion the Shakers would go on proselytizing trips.
Brother Field went to Chicago "thinking there were a number
there realy. for the sickle -- I fear the Frain, is not ripe. "33
- 1
Jo Dunn left 7.Le village Again "fixing for his trinity, world,
flesh and devil."34
30Shaker 7ecord C, p. 22. See also lordon Wilson,
Pidbits of Kentuc77771kTern, 1:o. 1701, Kentucky Library,
Western KenTUZI577;WM-1777 !),ewling Creen, Kentucky; and
Archer Taylor and Bartlett Jern Whiting, Dictionary of Ameri-
can Proverbs and Treverbiel Phrnrnn (rThmbi47.177e, ?,:rrsachusetts:
The :,elknEp Press efThemihrd rr,r7i7sity rress, 1958), p. 119.
Cited hereafter 9s 1.1;7P10.
33nakc:r 7.ecord p. 9t.s.
-t (-;
The cold plague of 1814-1815 left the vilink,c in n
somber mood, expressed in biblical terms:
Meeting heavy -- harps. mostly hiiIng, on ',he willows -- lc
sadness & distress on account o the p7revt-7177717
Young widows were often problems in the community. Aften
Fanny Youngs left, the scribe poses the question, "Had we
not better take Paul's advice & not receive young widows?"-6
On Eades' seventy-fifth birthday, he laments, "Swifter than
a weavers shuttle time flyeth."37
In a typical farewell poem, composed by Elder Benjamin
Youngs, he leaves his blessings:
South Union Bless you, I do say,
In "Basket & in Store"
May heavens blessiii7 3e yoidr stay
Now, hence, forevermore.3'
;A:7--,e of the soldiers during the Civil War decided to cm hone
and the scribe wrote they "had gotten the scales off their
eyes. A less than orderly session was recorded es "a
35Ibid., p. 149. See also Ps. 137:2. Here the Jews
describe their sadness and tell why they cannot sing.
36Shaker Record A, p. 428. See also Tim. 5:9. Paul
counseled his people to take in no widows under sixty years
of age. Younger widows, he said, were proven to be idle,
tattlers, busybodies. . . and they ought to remarry.
37Sha1:er ecord D, p. 51. See al n Job 7:6.
.5.11aer ?.ecord 7, preface, no paze nn.,J.ber. Fee
alsp
4. See also Acts 9:18.
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babel of a meeting. 14° Two brothers leaving Shakerdom
were insulted in biblical language:
Austin Choat & his brother Isaac Choat -- both went
today -- to hunt up old quarters& find the pit from
which they were digged.4I
The South Union Shakers spoke frequently of money as
the one thing needful,42 and they considered economic success
very important.
It is through a peculiar twist in Shaker thought that
Christ's expression used in commending Mary's desire
for spiritual things as opposed to Martha's concern
for the welfare of their guest should be thus applied
to the gain of material things. Yet the Shakers be-
lieved so firmly in economic success that "the one
thing needful" came, to represent, not the spiritual
virtues, but money.43
A biblical name for the hereafter is given in an observation
concerning a close escape:
Had they not been warned by a faithful contraband,
doubtless the cars would have been dashed to piepps;
& many of the soldiers sent to their long homes.44
4°Shaker. :iecord A, p. 34. See also Gen. 11:9.
-Ibid., n. 292. See also Ps. 40:2, and Eccles. 10:8.
42yoore, p. 190. See also Luke 10:42.
43Nea1, p. 177. Cf. "the one compulsory thing" in
Stith Thompson, Motif-Index of Folk Literature (Blorsminrrton,
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1955), 0650. Cited
hereafter as Motif-Index.




?he courtr in Kentucky were not sympathetic to the
Shakers in regard to family differences. 2:he Shakers felt
strongly about what they considered to be injustice by
the courts.
Another display of the Dragons rower. An unconsti-
tutional law was passed by the Kentucky Legislature
to day -- whereby -- a divorce is allowable by one of
a party joining the Shakers & the party not joining
obtains all the property & children of the family:
Oh: Kentucky: Noble Kentucky: How art thou fallen:'
Some of the expressions used in the journals reflect
aspects of the farm life. On the readmittance of one Viney
Shackelford, the scribe remembered that before she left she
had declared that she "would burn in hell to a crackelen"
befcre he 1:uld ever return.46 Other phrases conta:iling
farn terns, while not found in recognized sources, are clearly
in the ral;:ern of the speech of the tines and interesting
for their graphic descriptions. One scribe was concerned
about two brethren who were away from the village and she
said that she had rather "see them home now than a dozen
blind horses."47 Jason Streehy came to the colony and
wanted to join since "he wants to he saved from Still House
.,ea."48
45shaker 9 cord A, 2. '-41. See also Rev. 20:2, and
II Sam. 1:1:17---
116Ibid., n. 96. See also DAPPP, p. 83.
..7amlioth CavJ
r• 413.
'ocorr D p. 50. A place nomr) in tbs
- is Stillhouse Hollow
4
*e..1
7ternity is described in a term most pleasant to a
farming group. "Demise -- Brother John Merrifield went to
the summer-land today." James Paige, labeled a backslider,
envisions a different kind of demise:
• • • he would be willing to be burned ur in a log 
hear, if that would bring him SaTTIETTn but to get
it in this slow way, he'll be d----d 5.,he can
stand it. -- So goes off with himself.
Gone fawn skin was used to mean 'hopeless" or "used
.uT," or "done for." Gone goose, or gone gosling can both be
heard in rural Kentucky today in this same sense.
Snow 3 inches deep -- just barely saved the cabbage '"P
Were they now exposed they would be a -one fawn skin.
.51
Sent to }Ter Mother -- Melvina Pritchard -- went with her
Uncle . . . to see her mother who Is said to be sick
in Bow. Green -- "gone fawn skin." 2
Puns are of unascertainable origin but the term has
been used to mean a play on words since 1660.53 Though not
in the elegant tradition of earlier years, the following
entries show a wry humor along with native 'wit:
Readmitted Philip Wheat now we'll see whg;her
it is wheat or chaff, turned cut ohaq.74
-S'raker Record C, p. 23









Preaching tour -- Fld• J • _.• Eades . • . start for
Duck Creek, ?ennessee . . on a prenhing expediticn --
Rather a Duck Chase for these times.),
Backsliding -- Dunn Davis -- having repeatedly visited
the still with overmuch within -- left today --





The Shakers at South Union exhibited a familiarity
with common beliefs concerning the relationship between
the actions of birds and animals and the weather. They
always recorded the arrival of the martins and usually
following this note would be a declaration that "Spring is
here. In Grayson County there is still the common saying
that "When the martin comes, spring is not far off."2 The
hertlding of sprin,7 is also interpreted from the early
cooing of doves.3 Cranes were harbingers, too:
The trumpet-throated cranes now fl 7 north to tto,
Lakes -- indicating that winter is past.4
And the whipperwills were heard:
WhirPorw -Wils -- Sim: this morning -- spring is here
at last.
'Shaker Record A, p. 132.
2Elza E. Fentress, "Superstitions of Grayson County"
(unpublished Master's thesis, Department cf English, Western
Kentucky Statcl Ccllegc, 1934), 13.
Record C, p. 25.
.4lbid., r. 310.
5SIla7er Record A, n.
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ala- one week later:
:now, Mer. 27 -- Whipporwills music frozen up.6
In the fall came other signs of forthcoming weather.
The cranes gave the Shakers a message;
Cranes -- Several flocks of the large Sandhill cranes
are passing over going to their Southern winter
quarters --.this betokens winters approach -- Snow is
now said to cover the ground about the lakes..?
A similar belief was collected in this century in Grayson
and Edmonson counties:
A flock of wild geese or wild ducks flying south
is a sure indication of cold weather.°
The Shakers noted that the severity of the winter had
been predicted by signs from nature:
The old trappers last fall predicted this would be.
a severewinter -- their sign was that the Musk Rats
& Beaver had 4cubled the thickness of the walls of
their houses./
In Grayson County, the winter temperatures were indicated by
the wild geese:
If wild geese fly low in the winter when they t?()
south, the winter will be mild.
If wild geese fly high when they go south, tbi,
winter will be severe.1°
6Tbid.
7Shaker Record C, p. 108.
3FentrFss, p. 10. Also see Gordon Wilson collcction.
110 
- cordS, p. 30.
10Fer,',rrss, p. 10.
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Frogs were also viewed as being weather forecasters,
and rain was sure to follow their warnings:
Just before dinner the rain frogs began hollowing
and in less than an hour the thunders begfai to mutter
and by one o'clock P.M. it began to rain.il
On another occasion the frogs predicted showers:
• . . there was hardly a cloud to be seen when a
little rain or tree frog set up its little warning
of an other shower of rain. & sure enough by three
o'clock P.M., the clouds had gathered & the rain began
to descend.I2
This belief is still prevalent in Kentucky.13
Agricultural societies, to whom the weather is of
great importance, seem to be especially aware of natural
nhenomena. Noted in the Shaker journals are instances of
shooting stars, meteors, comets and eclipses of the sun.
The daily temperature was given along with further comment
on days with extreme temperatures. Hail was deecribed
In several entries as being the size of quail's eggs and
hen's eggs. This description of a March hailstorm might
be looked upon as a "tall tale" had one other than Eldress
Nancy Moore reported it:
This afternoon we had a very hard rain and an un-
common hail storm which broke a good many pains
of glass, some of the hail stones were almost ths
size of pullets eg. They cut the green foliage
of ths pine and cedar trees, and broke the wirgi
of seme of thc birds and one of the brethren Vripwas
heldIng nis horses in the fle16 saw a .1_±tle - 11.3114.t








The Shakers did not believe every wise saying about
the weather:
rhe old saying that fruit is never killed in March
proves false this time. Again it is often said that
fruit is seld:Dm killed in the dark of the moon which
Is also a failure at this time.15
Similar views can be found in Pioneer Life in Kentucky and
In Kentucky Superstitions.
A belief in the influence of the moon . . . on vegetation
and even on animal life, was common. Thus radishes
must be planted at the decrease of the moon for they
tapered downwards and so of some other vegetables.
Others still, must be planted or sowed in the in-
crease of that crb. And hogs must not be killed in
the dark or decrease of that luminary for the pork
would shrink and waste away in the barre1.10
The first appearance of the seventeen-year locusts
was reporte in the journal in 1521.
it
. . locusts make
the welkin ring wish their eternal song -- Pharaoh'117 In
1872, Elder ades muses about these visits:
I have seen them appear L. times, first in 1821 —
?rid 1838. 3rd 1855, and hth 1872 -- precisely 17
years anart each time -- this is a mystkrious
phoenomenon -- who can account for it?lo
Some cf the journal notations show traditional
attitudes toward the supernatural and dream visions with
prophetic meanings. The actions of one of the southern
177.
1 4
,EI 1871-1872, 11. See also 7licsmem.
PO4. Thorlas, r. 175.
  7ecord A, p. 710.
18Shaker iecord C, p. 225.
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soldiers during the Civil War is described and a consequent
"judgment" is assumed.
One of the soldiers hauled down the United States flag,
and not satisfied with tearing it down, he must trample
it under his feet while on the roof. While in this act
he fell down from the roof and broke both his legs. He
died in a 4w days and no doubt received the reward of
his works.'
At times the journal records reflect sadness at the
death of some of the beloved elders and express the prayerful
hope that young leaders would cone along who could inspire
their people as had these older brethren.
Ohl that the young and rising generation would take
a deep sense of it and let their mantle of simple
obe65ence to the order and Rift of God rest upon
the:-: - So they may step forward awk fill the ranks
arid an honor to their calling.'
2he same sentiment is expressed on another day:
The scene is affecting when we consider how fast our
good ancients of the place are passing away from our
sight and who will come up to the help of the Lord an4,
fill the Place of those who are here no more in time.
21e belief that a dog or horse barking or sn7ort/ng
tells cf strangers or robbers nearby is illustrated by the











the clothier's shop.22 The dog he kept with him bean
55
growl and become extremely restless. Elder Lorenzo could
not pacify it and finally put the dog out. As he drove the
dog out, he spied the two robbers outside who had evidently
been the cause of the dog's uneasiness.
23
A Grayson County
belief is that if a horse snorts at night, a stranger is nearb.--.
Brother Urban was told in a dream that there were
robbers about
25 
but he could neither see nor hear anything
amiss when he awoke and looked about. However, the next
morning the brethren discovered there had been robbers at
the horse and ox s:ables.26 Credence was given to a dream
of one cf the sisters that foretold the death two weeks away
of one of ;he then healthy brcthren.24 His death and the
details of the funeral happened as she had dreamed it, so the
journal sta',;ed.
28
One journalist foretold his early demise:
My age -- I am 22 years old today, not many years
allotted mel N.H.R.29
2his entry was made in 1829 and Milton Robinson died in 1831.
2 2Motif-Index B114.3 or Motif-Index D1812.5.0.4.
See also Thomas, p. 249.
23Moore, p. 177.
2t .0c.5 bff C4be
25/f-,tif-Tr.dex 1)1810.82.
: D1312."31.
also Thomas, p. 253.
28” •(=core. $ p. 120.
"o
'.icccrd A, p. 3.
-
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2he well known lucky number of three is mentioned
several times in the journals. Once it concerned a weak
believer:
Readmitted Wm. Martin -- 1st time at Union Village --
2nd time at Pleasant Hill & 3rd time,At S. U. Now
Wm. let the "3rd time be the charm.")'
rhe popular custom of stump speaking was also re-
corded by the Shakers, however with no political implications.
Finished Shearing the Sheep -- & by a bargain with the
shearers for a stump speech H. L. Eades agreed to speak
one hour at the close -- So Eld. Benj. says, "Hervey
stump spoke it."31
However, upon reflection, Elder Benjamin must have decided
against such a worldly pastime as this, since the next
Suncay "Stump speaking was forbidden in meeting by Eld.
rwo widely held ideas about not beginning work on
Friday that couldn't be finished that week and the good luck
that accompanies picking up a pin, are reflected in the
Shaker rules:
Father Joseph always taught Believers not to raise
buildings, or commence heavy jobs on Friday or the
latter part of the week.33
No one should carelessly pass over small things, as
a pin, a kernel of grain, etc. thinking it too small
to pick up, for if we do, our Heavenly Father will
consider us too small for him to bestow his blessing on.34
30S.1-Laker :.ec.ord A, p. 216.
p• 314.9.
3?Ibid.
33Edward Deming Andrews, ne Feonle Ca7.163 el!Ters
(Few York: Jcover Publications, Tna.,-7.7777, p:—:Tt87--teealsr) Tho:,las, 7. 211, and Gordon Wilson Corestrmu
-44 A- p. 267. See also T'..-,omar, .1141.
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The Christmas season was marked only by a "Union
Meeting" with no evidence of personal gifts or special
foods. Once the scribe noted a remembrance from afar:
Christmas. . . . received a love token from our friends
at New Lebanon & Harvard -- consisting of Lozenges &
Cloves. 35
However, at that time the day was apparently not a time of
much celebration in the surrounding area, as a Barren County
writer remembers:
Christmas wasn't celebrated when I was a boy as it is
now. . . . rho first Christmas tree I ever saw was
about 1853. • . • Ale only Christmas that we had was
that my mother made us some ginger cakes, cut in fancy
shapes: and scmetir-es there was a stick of candy for L






It may be assumed that the members of this well-
regulated, temperate, and active colony could have been
healthier than their counterparts in the outside world.
There have been efforts to claim and support a longevity
among Shakers greater than is ordinary.
1
However, like
others, they were subject to disease and illness and their
attitudes toward and treatment of these diseases reflect
ideas prevailing among rural Kentuckians of ,,neir time.
Only a few times does a journal indicate that a
number of people were sick at the same time. During the
"Cold Plague" of 1814-1815 the journals record that about
cne hundred persons in the community were affected and
twenty-two died over the two-year pericd. fhe Asiatic
Cholera epidemic of 183$ raged .-Jr_ the outside of the
colony, but they had only thirty cases of sickness and no
deaths. fhe scribe quotes a Bowling Green newspaper which
stated that ene-ferteth cf the .x)puletion of the netzhboring
town of Russellville had died of cholera. The Shakers took
1





in many outsiders and nursed them. Twenty-four coffins
were made for their neighbors by the brethren at this time.2
In 1843 the records show that the colony had twenty
to thirty cases of "typhoid pneumonia" or "sinking fever"
durinz the month of March.3 There were seven deaths among
the children from "spotted fever" in 1868.4 Bloody flux
(a type of diarrhea) was listed as "prevailing at this time"
in 1826.5 Several cases of smallpox were listed in 1865.6
The term "fever" was coupled with various other words to
describe afflictions -- "chills and fever," "Rheumatic
Billious fever," "congestive fever" and "nervous fever."
In 1871 so many were suffering "with what is thour,ht to be
the horse distemoe-n Enizootic" that the regular meetirk, was
canceled.
7
Most of the entries which describe illnesses list
only one person and his particular ailment. Sometimes the
scribe also tells how the patient is being "doctored." A
boy was taken to Sulphur Springs to be cured of "scald head."8
Cne case each was reported of "disease of the spleen,"
”consumtion," "congestion of the brain," "cramp colic,"
jaundice, vertigo and a "cancerous humor."
2Shaker -Record A, p. 11;!5.

















One of the brethren who died of an enlargement of
the liver left instructions with the ministry to have an
autopsy performed.
He desired to have his body opened -- that we might
see if any thing could bg learned or information
gained by the operation.'
Some of the treatments called for bleeding, a common
practice throughout the region, and generous doses of calomel.
Calomel was given for consumption, eye trouble, chills and
fever, and to promote bowel regularity. Yot everyone
believed in the efficacy of these remedies, as can be noted
by this double journal entry:
July 7, 1828 . . . . I now begin to take Calrmel to
try to inorove my health which seems failing.
r. H. Robinson
Cousin, you have more faith in Calomel than I have
H.L.E.1°
July 10, 1828 -- Linda! Dr. Foster recommended me to
take syrup for my lun7s.
Poor Milton has the consumption & know it not
But he has fitted his few earthly days w 1 1
L. Eades 11
9Shaker Record B, p. 185.




(- N. H. Robinson wrote the orio.lnal journal
entries which appear on the dates cf July 7 and July 10.Later, H. L. vadas added the oomments which follow esch.ofthese two entries.
'
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A Kentucky minister discusses his experiences with
bleeding and calomel:
A small boy, about ten years old was taken with a
severe chill; he was put to bed and two physicians,
the best known in that part of the country, were
summoned. They bled him freely, and the marks of the
lance can be shown on his arms today; he was given
calomel, wrapp,ed up and kept warm. And from the time
he was taken sick, the latter part of February, till
he began to recover, the first of June, he had not
one drink of cool water, nor was he thoroughly bathed.
He became a living skeleton, and had it not been,
seemingly, for a special providence, he would not
be worrying you with this foolishness.12
Many of the medicinal herbs used by the Shakers
were raised in their zardens, as were those of their neigh-
bors in the reion -- "tansy, feverfew, thyme, marjoram, mari-
gold, sage, foxglcve."13 In Cld Kentucky Cook writes cbout
mixtures of herbs and other ingredients:
ihe remedies were nearly always mixed in some way
with honey and whiskey. But the bitter stuff,
such as tansy, mixed with whiskey, which was forced
on the children for worms, turned so many neople
against it that they could never use it afterward'''.
1Tot all the herbs heeded were grown in the gardens,
however. any were picked or dug in the forest.





--Mokcr f.-0. -.,rk] A, p•
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society's eocter, as most doctors of his day, needed
few medicines that he could not obtain from nature.
The doctor carried his drug store in his saddlebags,
and compounded and put up his own prescriot1ons.10
In other journal entries, the scribe writes that a group
went to "Stokes old field" to gather lobelia,17 and others
11
visited "Widow Shaws for hoarhound.
8 "Gincer stew" was
used as a preventive after some of the sisters were wet by
a rain.
19
Mullein was available within the village and this
plant has had many uses. According to several writers,
mullein will cure a multitude of ills.
Mullein tea will cure bronchitus, croup, cr co1ds.
20
To cure a sore throat • • • crumble some drymullein
leaves and smoke n cigarette made from them.=1
A drink made from mullein will
leaves should be bound
throat for quinsy.23
.cure affected kidne:is 22
te the outside of Ube
16C00k, p. 241.
17Shaker Record 3, ID• 121.
18Ibid., p. 97.
19Shaker Record A, p. 443.
20Pentress, p. 69.
21 Tbid., p. 70.
227,, n. 108. Fentress, p. 82.
.7_zise Washington, "he Folklore cf tbc
berlands as 'eflec -..:ed in the Writings of Jesse atuart"
Fh.3.31 :,..-.)er7,7cnt of





Various medications wc'e given for the bite of an
unidentified kind of spider in 1815.
Spider 3itel Andrew Barnett, while rising was bitten
by a spider -- & soon life despaired of -- A great
many things done -- riven 3leck Snake root -- Plantain
sweet oil clysters warm bathes -- drafts of raw onions
to his next night spirits of Hartshorn -- did not get
about until the nex 3rd day & entirely well for over
2 weeks.
The copier added his views. The above entry was in 1815,
and the copying of the early journal was done in 1870.
Note the spirits of Hartshorn perhaps was the only
thing that did any good. In a precisely similar
case, I cave the patient nearly a half gill of
Hertshorn & brandy mixed and tho previously screaming
with pain, was relieved in 5 hours & well as common „
next day. H. L. vades')
For burns the Shakers used carbolic acid in solution
to wash the burns, then in a few days chanced the dressing
and applied a salve of mutton suet, castor oil, and carbolic
acid.24
In the journal of 1371-72, the scribe wrote of
one member who had doctored himself some thirty years before
and had never been sick since.
• • • he had worked at the tanners trade and often
very hard. When overworked he wculd take a chill &
then would feel ccmpelled to take medicines, peruvian
bark mor',:ly which was king cure-all in that day.
He finally became weary and disgusted with that
way of livinq and he resolved ao try another met,91ci. .he would rIte early and take the cold bath svry aarninc.
and then stir round ,S7 get up a good circulation."







South Union had its share of accidents, particularly
among the younger boys who showed adventurous spirits even
within this staid community. The elder who was keeping the
journal at that time showed little patience with them:
Casualty -- Robert Johns got his leg broken, while
trying to tread he spokes of a wagon while in
motion -- foo112°
Casualty -- Barzille Beard got his arm broken by riding
a horse without a bridle -- go ahead boys!27
Robt. Johns, going about on crutches, & Barzille Beard ,
with his arm in a sling -- paid dearly for their folly.28
rhe Shakers had a very understanding attitude toward
a member of the cclony who had a particular kind of affliction.
Br. jathaniel Rankin and William Rice went to Mill Point
to cut & saw timber & procure lumber for a house for
(;enny 'Teely . . . rhich was done as she waz nervously
disposed -- & was thence annoying and easily annoyed
but in no criminal manner 7- Her affliction being en-
tirely out of her contro1. 9
The Shakers used an electrostatic machine for treat-
ment of various fevers.
Eldress Betsy is very 'sick with an inflamatory
fever of an eruptive character • • • . Br. Jehn
Cooper has kindly undertaken her treatment. He
recommends sweating and elecrifying every day untill
the fever is subdued -- Diet light -- never more than
twice a da7.3u
26:7nalier 7,€cord A, p. 106.
271bid., p. 107,
29-1-1) d., p. 226.
r51 .7rrnal 1871-1 p. 15 •
„,
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In the second half of the century there are
notations in the journals concerning the visits to the
village of doctors and dentists from the nearby townr.
Individuals were taken to particular places in Kentucky
and Tennessee for treatment for the more complicated ceses.
Bowlina Green was the town most often listed.
El. Br. S. Shannon went with Eli to see Dr. Atchison
of Bowling Green -- who pronounced him incurable --
He carefully examined his chest & supposed he arrived
at the true diagnosis of his case -- in addition to
the lung complaint he had an enlargement of the heart
Drs. do not always know -- Eli got wel1.31
010 ONO
31




The singing and dancing of the Shakers have been
regarded as special characteristics of this sect. Indeed,
the dancing caused them to be called "Shakers." However,
these manifestations of a religious spirit were not
peculiar only to the Believers in the early days of the
movement. fhe hopping about and speaking in unknown tongues
were aspects of the Great Revival in Kentucky among several
denominations, including Baptist, Methodist and Presbyterian.
The reports of this religious fervor stimulated the interest
of she Eastern Shakers, who sent missionaries to the West
in an effort to take advantage of the new spirit in religion
being evinced on the frontier.
Thomas Clark in his account of the early days in Ken-
tucky includes a story of the Cane Ridge meeting of 1801 where
people were "compelled by the Lpirit" to take part in falling,
exercises .1jerking, running, and climbing Russel Blaine T5re
"with little or no ministry to keep theological or-
f'roni_er Methoc'ilzn and Bnntism became almost folk religions.
1,,
-A.r,omas E. Clark, A Lis)r7 of Kentucky "'fork:






As some of the Kentucky members of the frontier
churches were persuaded to join the Shakers, they brought
with them the dancing aad shouting that had come to be the
demonstrations of the Holy Spirit's work upon them. Not
all the early Shakers were quick to accept the dancing:
• • • . Jno Bryant Sen who had opened his mind -- was
opposed to dancing returned home from Shawnee Run
in confusion, while feeling opposed was taken with the
jerks -- was released but still opposed, was seized
again in the woods he seized a buckeye sapling but
was jerked into willing obedience & now has full
faith in dancing13
A similar tale of another unbeliever outside the
colony is contained in Kentucky Tradition:
2here is a tale of a Barren County youth who went to
a_nearby meeting house to make fun of the jerers.
The denomination of this church was not given
Hcwever, he fell victim to the spell of religious
ferv-)r and ran from the meeting house jerking his
neck an-i limbs and foaming at the mouth, • • •
he was up and off through the woods, baying like a
prize fox hound. He finally stopped in front of
a big tree and with his hands raisrd upward,
claimed to have "treed the devil."4
The speaking in "tanknewn tongues" was common to
the fundamentalist religions of 1800 and was also part of
the Shaker wcrship. After a number of years, the Shakers
developed songs used in service, many of which came to
t,:oe ineividllals as "rift" cr inspiration from heaven,
F.nrels or 63 ar':c. aBliers.
3a.%ker 7;ecord A, p. 77.
LLawrence S. Thompson, Kentucky Tradition Camden,
f-le Shoe Strin Yress, 1956), p. 105.
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Some of the subjects of the songs were similar to
those being sung in the neighboring churches, such as the
ones picturing heavenly scenes and anticipation of eternal
life. Also common were warring songs (i.e., war against sin)
which had their counterparts in fundamentalist hymnals of
the day. Since the Shakers believed in celibacy, some of
their songs reflected their intention to spurn all earthly
pleasures as in this verse:
Oh how I hate the flesh -- 0h how I hate the flesh
Let us put it under foot -- Then let us keep it there.5
Any member of the Shaker colony could receive a "gift" and
compose songs. Some of the compositions seem to indicate
that the authors may have been relatively uneducated, but
exceptionally earnest.
I want to be simple and free
I want to be Mothers little baby
I mean to be meek and lowly
I mean to be rcthers little child
I mean to be pure and holy
And keep my conscience undefild.6
iThe shaking or dancing, with other simple motions, was a
part of the worship service. Phe following scng illustrates
some of those nctions:
Bound up and wound up,
Don't you hate to feel so bound up and wound up
All in bonds and fetters
0 con.e, shake it off Break it off, Break it off.
:baking into liberty and life and sirriple fredorl.
(,
5 7oeen Ho on ;Thomason, Shaker Manuscr!.pt 147-anals of







:line dancing also underwent changes as the Shaker
colonies became established in Kentucky.
Their former custom of expressing themselves in un-
coordinated movement became more stylized, becoming
patterned and disciplined. Various forms of these
marches were developed, such as quick marches,
shuffle marches, and round dances.'
Elsewhere in Kentucky the violent jerking movements
calmed down within the churches, but dances similar to the
Shaker dances continued to be a part of the social life of
the community.
Certain customs developed within :he Shake, rrrouos
and became traditional within their societies. Occas5cnally
these found their way to the outside world c.s well. Within
the colonies their farming methods and earnest applica'-ton
of labor produced an ample supply of food. Each Shaker
could take as much as he wished but he must finish every-
thinr: on his plate. From this has come the admonition to
"Shaker your plate" or eat everything on it.9
ale color "Shaker Red," although not an exact de-
signation, has come to have common use. This same term
was used outside the village also for a particular kind of
sweet potato crown at South Union.






'he "unien smoke" is an interestinr Shaker custom
for which no parallel has been found in the surrounding
regions. Several entries describe this custom:
Flax Pulling -- Before finishing Mercy t Myself went
out to the flax field (30 acres) & gave all the
sisters a drip of wine -- lit our pipes & took a union
smokes Mollylu
Sometimes they had a joint meeting in spirit with another
Shaker village by pre-arrangement:
Union Smoke -- Christmas -- By invitation the Church
had a union smoke today with the Chh at Union Village
Chioj long stem pipes were supplied for all that
could take a whiff. So for 15 or 20 minutes we were
e.iveloped in clouds of tobacco smoke, & chatted &
sen,. and on the whole enjoyed our union with our
friends over the River immensely. Had a good time
generally & particularly. 11
Another description of a similar meeting is complete uith
a song composed for the celebration.
Union Smoke -- At 4 o'clock P.M. all the families
had a Union Smoke with our good friends at Union
Village. At the beginning, sawg a song suitable
for the occasion, beginning thus:
Come good children gather in,
Let our union smoke begin
Here is union all may see
from the village flowinc, free
Union is the pearl of life,
Union conquers every strife
Union by tine spirit spoke
Bro't about this union smoke, etc. etc.
Receive their love uren the snot
From the village smoking hot.12
10Shaker .3ecord A, p. 179.
2. 337.
12Ibid., n. 376.
The Shaker bonnet was usually made of rye straw
with handwoven silk skirt.13 Donning the Shaker bonnet
for the women evidenced their acceptance of the Shaker
faith.
roday Molly Hawkins joined by making a beginning





rhe United Society of :;elievers lived among, yet
also apart from, the people of South-Central Kentucky for
more than a century. Some of the Shakers lived their entire
lifetime in the village. Others came for shorter periods
and left, on occasion returning, some leaving and returning
several times. rhrourTh this latter group there was frequent
and continuous contact with the outside world. Further,
',lie village took in orphans and other children where a sur-
vivinf7 parent could not care for them, thus again affording
contact with those living in the region around the village.
2heir economic efforts also brought them in daily contact
with outsiders, even as away as Georgia and New Orleans.
As they marketed their seeds, %ow linen, carpetinf7, brooms
and nreserves, they b,:caMe a part of the business, if not
the social, activities of the region. Neighbors and strangers
came to South Union to use the grist mill, to buy produce and
hand-manufactured goods, to have cloth dressed and dyed, and
simply to visit.
The comnunity as a hi-racial society, since a black
family was included from the first establishment of the society.
All of these 1“ar:roes, were free after the mid 1830s, and many
remained at South Union.
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!The colcny tried to maintain a neutral position
during the Civil War despite the fact that it was opposed
to slavery. Pile Shakers suffered economic losses and
emotional distress at the hands of soldiers on both sides
while the war was being fought. They shared with their
neighbors the privations of the period. Indeed, so severe
were these, that the colony never regained its earlier vigor
following the war and its ravages.
the farm work at South Union was carried on much as
was the work on the surrounding farms. however, the Shakers
differed from their neighbors in that communal effort was
the mode within the village, whereas community work was
occasional on the outside. rhey deliberately made recreation
an esse-Itill ingredient in their lives and picnics and outings
were frequent. The forms of recreation in which they parti-
cipated were in general similar to those of their neighbors.
nhe journals record sneech, thought, customs, and
beliefs that have been found to be prevalent in Kentucky
during the nineteenth century. the Shakers' attitudes
toward diseases were attitudes commonly held in Kentucky
nt that time, and they treated the sick with the Care herbs
and folk remedies used by the "andd1eba7s doetcr:," who
ministered to farilies across ?Je stets.
.•,
714.
3einz, in a very real sense, a society apart, the
Shakers developed a set of customs and practices which were
peculicr to their special way of life. Many other journal
entries record matters not especially relevant to Shakerism.
With reference to a significant number of these, there appears
to be a direct relationship between them and the life of
the "larger community" outside the colony. In a large
measure, the journals of the Shaker colony at South Union
present an accurate reflection of many of the customs and
folkways of American -- particularly Kentucky -- life in
the nineteenth century.
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SHAKER RECORD A. A journal of the South Union Shaker Colony
from 1704 to 1836, kept by the Ministry and transcribed
from original notes and diaries by H. L. Eades in 1870.
SHAKER RECORD B. A journal of the South Union Shaker Colony
from 1.736 to 1852, kept by the Hinistry and transcribed
from original notes and diaries by H. L. Eades in 1870.
SHAKER RECORD C. A journal of the South Union Shaker Colony
—7777r71853 to 1864, kept by the Ministry and transcribed
from original notes and diaries by H. L. Eades in 1870.
SHAKER RECOFD D. A journal of the South Union Shaker Colony
from 1765 to 1370, kept by the Ministry ard transcribed
from original notes and diaries by H. L. Eades in 1670.
SHAKER JOURnT, 1871-1872. Kept by the Ministry.
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